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Abstract 
Comparing objects described (or annotated) with an ontology is quite important in several application domains. In our previous 
work we have shown that when objects are annotated with single concepts or sets of concepts, most of the semantic measures 
found in literature can be rewritten by using a unified form and the notion of approximated information content. In this paper, we 
argue how this unified form and the notion of approximated information content can be extended to semantic graphs, being the 
latter resulting from objects annotated with graphs of concepts connected via relationships found in the ontology. We show that 
open issues and distortions found in the relevant state of the art are put under control. The resulting unified framework (covering 
all types of annotations, from single concepts to graphs of concepts) is therefore relevant for practicing, in a unique environment, 
several semantic measures, as required for building a new one or selecting a measure for given application objectives.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction 
Semantic comparison of objects can be performed when ontologies are used to represent objects. This has been 
experimented in several domains e.g. model-driven and language engineering, document management, 
bioinformatics, information retrieval, and competences management [1], [2], [3] [4]. In these domains, objects are 
annotated with ontologies and then semantic measures apply to resulting annotations. Therefore, object comparison 
depends on both the (semantic) annotations and the measures. Measures need to be built or selected according to a 
specific objective such as object equality or containment. This task is quite complex because several parameters need 
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to be carefully set and several measures need to be experimented. To simplify this task, we have undertaken a long 
term work for trying to better understanding the foundations of ontology-based measures. Our previous work [6] 
proposed a framework and a unified measure form that can be used to replicate most of the measures found in 
literature when objects are annotated by single or sets of concepts of one ontology (examples of such annotations can 
be found in [1], [5], [8], [9], [12]). Motivated by our application scenario [10] within the context of model-driven 
engineering (MDE), we also highlighted the importance of annotations (which should be precise and representing as 
better as possible the intended object meaning) and defined a specific annotation process for MDE. That annotation 
process makes clearer the distinction between the information required to correctly compare the objects and the 
comparison to be performed (e.g. object equality or containment, covered by the applied measure).  
However, annotations may not be limited to concepts or sets of them. Indeed, ontologies usually comprise 
relationships between concepts that can be referred in the annotations for better describing the objects. For instance: 
in one ontology “a customer owns several cars”; but you may only focus on specific customers that own exactly 2 
cars. The annotation should therefore specify this property. As a consequence, it is required to define annotations as 
graphs where nodes are concepts and arrows are relationships found in one ontology (and graphs become semantic 
graphs because they convey an ontological meaning). There are various approaches and algorithms that can be used 
to compare general graphs through measures. The various approaches and algorithms come from distinct research 
domains: mainly graph theory, database and conceptual schema integration and mapping, and ontology matching. 
However, still foundations of measures between semantic graphs remain hidden. This makes difficult selection, 
understanding and tuning of relevant measures.  
The main contribution described in this paper is an extension of our previous framework and unified measure 
form for taking into account the case of annotations as graphs. The key idea is to show that the proposed unified 
form can be extended to the case of annotations as graphs. This unified form extended to graphs is shown to 
overcome limitations and problems highlighted from a state of the art analysis. 
The paper is organised as follow. Section 2 introduces a running example, corresponding to an excerpt of  our 
application scenario defined in one previous project [10], [11], used through the paper to illustrate how the unified 
measure form can be parameterized and used. Section 3 provides key details about the previous work on framework 
and unified measure form. Section 4 describes the extension of the unified measure form, the key notion of the 
unified framework, to the comparison of objects annotated with semantic graphs and discusses it in the context of the 
relevant state of the art. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper highlighting the practical relevance of the unified 
framework.  
2. Running example 
The process of annotating objects by using an ontology (a.k.a. semantic annotation) should be carefully defined 
for taking into account: relevant aspects or perspectives of objects to be annotated (e.g. object shape, functionality or 
what else); the ontology, which can be more or less appropriate and complete; the usage of one or several ontologies 
(even if ontologies may be merged into one ontology before starting annotation); and the required accuracy of the 
object comparison (e.g. you may annotate objects by using general ontology concepts so that comparison accuracy 
will be limited, no matter the measure used).  
Hereinafter, we present an excerpt of annotations developed in one previous project [10], [11] falling in the 
context of model-driven engineering (MDE), for comparing modelling constructs (the objects) belonging to distinct 
modelling languages (e.g. UML, BPMN). In Fig. 1, objects CTi are constructs of a modelling language, 
decomposed in parts (as when considering “complex objects”). Concepts subsumed by C0 (including C0 itself) are 
concepts of the ontology Class taxonomy, concepts subsumed by P0 (including P0 itself) are concepts of the 
ontology Property taxonomy, and dashed lines indicate mappings of construct parts to ontology artefacts (a mapping 
states the meaning of an object in term of the used ontology(ies)). Bottom of Fig. 1 shows “semantic graphs” 
associated to those constructs, obtained by applying mappings to constructs and representing the meaning of 
constructs in term of concepts and relationships (possibly replicated) available in the ontology(ies). On top of those 
mappings, various types of annotations are possible: 
x A construct can be annotated by using only its “central phenomenon” concept [13] such as A(CT1) = C9, A(CT2) 
= C9, and A(CT3) = C9; 
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x A construct can be annotated by using a set of heterogeneous ontology artefacts such as A(CT1)= {C9, P4, P6}, 
A(CT2)= {C9, P6} and A(CT3)= {C9, P6, P7}; 
x Finally, a construct can be annotated by using the whole graphs i.e. A(CT1)= {n11(C9), n12(P6), n13(P4), e11(n11, 
n12, possess), e12(n11, n13, possess)}, A(CT2)= {n21(C9), n22(P6), e21(n21, n22, possess)}, and  Ag(CT3) = {n31(C9), 
n32(P6), n33(P7), e31(n31, n32, possess), e32(n31, n33, possess)} where nij (Ck) and eij (nij, nik, Ri) are respectively 
nodes and edges of the graph, Ck and Ri are respectively concepts and relationships of an ontology and used as 
labels of respectively nodes and edges.  
 
Fig. 1. Construct mapping. 
3. Previous work: Framework for semantic comparison using concepts and sets of concepts 
Measures applicable to two concepts or two sets of concepts within one ontology have been classified in three 
categories: 1) structure-based measures taking into account for instance, the depth of a concept or the number of its 
sons in one taxonomy [6], [13], [14], [15], [16], [21], 2) structure and intension based measures using properties 
associated to ontology artefacts [3], [18] and 3) structure and extension based measures [18], [19], [20]. In [6] we 
have shown that most of state of the art measures can be rewritten by using approximations of the Information 
Content (IC) of a concept, introduced by Resnik [18]. Therefore, we were able to define a framework for defining 
semantic measures for comparing objects whenever they are annotated by single concepts or sets of concepts. The 
framework comprises [6], [22]: 1) the measure objectives, 2) the unified form for any measure, 3) the object 
annotation types (single concepts, sets of concepts), and 4) four information content approximations used to 
replicate existing measures (as said above). Hereinafter, we only provide details on (1) and (2) required for the rest 
of the paper.  
Semantic measure objectives. Four basic semantic measure objectives, which correspond to typical relationships 
between objects, are considered: 
x Equality for establishing when two objects are represented through equal annotations according to the ontology; 
x Containment for establishing when the annotation of one object is included in the annotation of the second one;  
x Generalization for establishing when one object is defined by using an annotation more general (w.r.t. to one 
taxonomy) than the annotation defining the second object; 
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x Overlapping i.e. when objects share common things. 
Unified measure form. We have shown that most of the existing semantic measures M comparing two objects O1 
and O2 annotated by single concepts C1 and C2 or by sets of concepts S1 and S2 can be rewritten as:  
 
ܯ൫ܣሺܱͳሻǡ ܣሺܱʹሻ൯ ൌ ܫܥܽ
ת൫ܣሺܱͳሻǡ ܣሺܱʹሻ൯
ߙܫܥܽି൫ܣሺܱͳሻǡ ܣሺܱʹሻ൯ ൅ ߚܫܥܽି൫ܣሺܱʹሻǡ ܣሺܱͳሻ൯ ൅ ܫܥܽת൫ܣሺܱͳሻǡ ܣሺܱʹሻ൯ሺͳሻ 
 
where α and β are real positives required to adapt the measure to the stated objective of the comparison (for instance, 
when α = β = 1, M is a similarity measure capturing equality). 
All terms ICa in (1) refer to an approximation of the information content IC associated to concepts (or sets of 
concepts). ICa∩ and ICa- quantify respectively the common information (extensional, intentional, and structural) of 
two concepts (or sets of concepts) and the distinctive information of two concepts (or sets of concepts). ICa∩ and 
ICa- are defined as follows. When the annotation of the objects are single concepts: 
 
ܫܥܽת൫ܣܿሺܱͳሻǡ ܣܿሺܱʹሻ൯ ൌ ܫܥܽתሺܥͳǡ ܥʹሻ ൌ ܫܥܽሺܥ௠௦௖௦ሻሺʹሻ 
ܫܥܽି൫ܣܿሺܱͳሻǡ ܣܿሺܱʹሻ൯ ൌ ܫܥܽିሺܥͳǡ ܥʹሻ ൌ ܫܥܽሺܥͳሻ െܫܥܽתሺܥͳǡ ܥʹሻሺ͵ሻ 
 
where Cmscs is the most specific common subsumer (according to the taxonomy) of C1 and C2.When the annotation 
of the objects are sets of concepts, if Sub(Si) is the set of all the subsumers of concepts in Si (including the concepts 
of Si) i.e. ܵݑܾሺܵሻ ൌ ሼܥȀܥ݅ א ܵ݅ٿܥ݅ َ ܥሽ, ICa(Si) is the sum of the information content of each concept in Sub(Si) 
without considering the information content of its parent i.e.:  
 
ܫܥܽሺܵ݅ሻ ൌ ܫܥܽሺܥͲሻ ൅ ෍ ܫܥܽሺܥሻ െ ܫܥܽ൫݂ܽݐ݄݁ݎሺܥሻ൯ሺͶሻ
஼אௌ௨௕ሺௌ௜ሻ
 
 
where C0 is the root of the taxonomy. The two following definitions, which are analogous to definitions (2) and 
(3), enable to evaluate measures (1):  
 
ܫܥܽת൫ܵ௜ǡ ௝ܵ൯ ൌ ܫܥܽ൫ܵݑܾሺܵ௜ሻ ת ܵݑܾሺܵ௝ሻ൯ሺͷሻ 
ܫܥܽି൫ܵ௜ǡ ௝ܵ൯ ൌ ܫܥܽሺܵ௜ሻ െ ܫܥܽתሺܵ௜ǡ ௝ܵሻሺ͸ሻ 
 
By inspecting formulas from (2) to (6), it should be noted that they depend on the definition of ICa(C) for any 
concept C. The proposed framework provides 4 pre-defined approximations for ICa(C) based on 4 distinct explicit 
hypotheses on distribution of instances in concepts. On the one side, it has been shown that whenever one specific 
approximation is used in (1), resulting measures correspond to measures defined and used in literature. On the other 
side, explicit hypotheses on distribution make the users of the framework aware of measure applicability conditions.  
A more recent state of the art [7] confirms that the proposed unified form above remains general enough to fully 
cover or be close to existing measures: indeed, even measures including, for instance, cosine and n-roots are highly 
correlated to measures containing only basic expressions (as in (1)).  
4. Unified framework: Extending the unified form to annotations as graphs  
As explained in section 2, objects can be annotated by graphs associated to one ontology. In this case, comparing 
two objects is about comparing two graphs with labels for both nodes and edges, representing respectively the 
concepts and the relationships of an ontology. Therefore, the same label (i.e. the same concept or relationship) can 
be associated to several distinct nodes or edges of the graph. We name such graphs as semantic graphs. 
General graph comparison is well studied in various domains [23]. Some works, especially for very big graphs, 
evaluate the structural complexity, usually evaluated with a graph information content measure also called the graph 
entropy measure [24], [25] (or any kind of other feature). Some other works, especially for small graphs, focus on 
directly mapping the graph structures by: 1) solving a graph matching problem and then using the maximum 
common subgraph for comparing graphs alongside distinct measures [26], [27] or 2) solving inexact graph matching 
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problem and evaluating edit distance between graphs [28]. 
Structural complexity of a semantic graph is not relevant for our work: this is because semantic comparison 
requires to assess quite precise relationships between graphs, mostly based on matching between graphs. Therefore, 
hereinafter, we are going to detail key aspects of “graph matching” and “edit distance” only.  
Graph matching consists in mapping the nodes of one graph to the nodes of another graph such that the edge 
structure (and possibly the labels associated to nodes and to edges) is preserved as accurately as possible. The 
matching may be exact (i.e. a node is mapped only to a node with exactly the same label and an edge is mapped to 
an edge with exactly the same label and related to mapped nodes) or inexact (nodes or edges are matched with the 
most similar ones). Exact matching enables to identify minimum common supergraph and maximum common 
subgraph of two graphs. Let G1, G2 two graphs, a minimum common supergraph G’ corresponds to the union of G1 
and G2; G is a maximum common subgraph iff G is a subgraph of G1 and G2 and there is no other common 
subgraph that contains G. Graph distances using the maximum common subgraph or minimum supergraph have 
been proposed in [27]; for instance: 
 
݀ሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻ ൌ ͳ െ ȁܩȁሺȁܩͳȁǡ ȁܩʹȁሻሺ͹ሻ 
 
where │G│,│G1│and│G2│ are the numbers of nodes of respectively G (i.e. a maximum common subgraph of G1 
and G2), G1 and G2. Measures like (7) cannot be directly applied to semantic graphs because meaning of nodes and 
edges is not used. This is also the case found in [29]: there, despite measure (7) is applied to ontologies, the common 
subgraph refers to an exact matching. Measures like (7) can be considered conform to the unified form (1) presented 
in section 3. 
Other works consider graphs where nodes and edges possess attributes and attributes are weighted [31]. Nodes 
and edges of two graphs are matched only when they have common attributes. Because of several possible inexact 
matching between nodes, it is suggested to determine the common description of G1 and G2 
(CommonDesc(G1,G2)) defined by matching that maximizes the following function f: 
 
݂ሺܥ݋݉݉݋݊ܦ݁ݏܿሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻ ൌ෍ ܹሺݒǡ ݈௞ሻ ൅ሺ௩ǡ௟ೖሻא஼௢௠௠௢௡஽௘௦௖ሺீଵǡீଶሻ
෍ ܹ൫ݒ௜ǡ ݒ௝݈௜௝௞൯ሺͺሻሺ௩೔ǡ௩ೕǡ௟೔ೕೖሻא஼௢௠௠௢௡஽௘௦௖ሺீଵǡீଶሻ
 
 
where a weight W(v, lk) (respectively W((vi, vj, lijk)) is given to any attribute lk (respectively lijk) associated to 
matched node v (in G1 or G2) or matched edge (vi, vj) (in G1 or G2).  
Then, a measure following the same form as in (1) is used for calculating the similarity between the graphs, where 
however, instead of using IC, f is used and applied to CommonDesc(G1,G2) and to UnionDesc(G1,G2). Despite the 
interest of f, two questions raise: i) how to fix weights and ii) is the notion of common description of two graphs 
more appropriate than the common subgraph?   
Edit distance uses the inexact matching and measures the dissimilarity between graphs by evaluating (through a 
cost function) the transformations that are needed to transform one graph in to the second graph (e.g. by replacing a 
node by another node, adding a node, deleting a node). A transformation associated to a minimum cost states the 
distance between the graphs. Gallagher [32] reported three projects i.e. SUBDUE, TRAKS and LAWS where the 
transformation cost was evaluated according to a semantic distance between nodes; he also pointed that no 
explanation was provided in each of these projects about the “cost” of this distance. 
According to the discussion above, it is clear that for semantic graphs it is required to focus on inexact matching, 
based on information belonging to the annotating ontology. It is also clear that the unified measure form is relevant 
for comparing graphs. Therefore, to extend the usage of the unified measure form to semantic graphs, it is required 
to develop an appropriate notion of information content. Sections below provide technical details for formally 
introducing the information content of a semantic graph. Additionally, section 4.3 provides the reader with an 
analysis of the proposed information content arguing about its interest compared to state of the art notions.   
4.1. Inexact matching and semantic common graph 
A semantic graph G is defined as G=(V, E, Dv, De, O) where V and E are respectively the nodes and edges of G 
and E كV×V, O is an ontology (C(O) is the set of concepts of O and R(O) is the set of relations of O), Dv: VÆC(O) 
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is a function associating nodes to concepts (including built concepts); De: EÆR(O) is a function associating edges to 
relations (including inferred relations) such that if eij=(vi, vj) then De(eij)ك Dv(vi)×Dv(vj) in the ontology O. 
Let’s now consider two semantic graphs G1=(V1, E1, Dv1, De1, O) and G2=(V2, E2, Dv2, De2, O) and M the set of 
all possible inexact matching between G1 and G2. An inexact matching mk of M is defined as a couple (mvk, mek) of 
partial and one-to-one (injective) mappings, mvk : V1ÆV2 and mek : E1 Æ E2  such that 
a) mek(e1ij)=(e2ij)Æ  mvk(v1i)=v2iΛ mvk(v1j)=v2j Λ De1(e1ij) = De2(e2ij) Λ e1ij= (v1i,v1j) Λ e2ij== (v2i,v2j), 
b) mvk(v1i)=v2i  ר mvk(v1j)=v2j ר e1ij=(v1i, v1j, De1(e1ij)) Æ ׌e2ij א E2/ e2ij=(v2i, v2j, De1(e1ij)), 
c) mvk(v1i)=v2i  ר mvk(v1j)=v2j ר e2ij=(v2i, v2j, De2(e2ij)) Æ ׌e1ij א E1/ e1ij=(v1i, v1j, De1(e2ij)). 
 
We can now introduce the notion of a semantic common graph and define it based on a mapping mk  M as a 
graph Gmk = (V, E, Dv, De, O) that is built in 2 steps: 
1) For each (v1i, v2i) א ͳ ൈ ʹ, where mvk(v1i)= v2i we add vmk1i2i to V and Dv(vmk1i2i)= mscs(Dv1(v1i), Dv2(v2i)) 
where mscs(Dv1(v1i), Dv2(v2i)) is the most specific common subsumer of Dv1(v1i) and Dv2(v2i) (see section 3); 
2) For each (e1ij,e2ij) אE1ൈE2, where e1ij=(v1i, v1j, De1(e1ij)˄ e2ij=(v2i, v2j, De2(e2ij))˄mek(e1ij)=(e2ij), we add eijmk 
to E where eijmk = (vmk1i2i, vmk1j2j, De,((eijmk)) and De,(eijmk)= De1(e1ij)= De2(e2ij) and the nodes vmk1i2i andvmk1j2j 
are already added at the step 1. 
Each node in Gmk represents a couple of nodes of G1 and G2, which are explicitly mapped by mk, and 
semantically (through labels) corresponds to the most specific common subsumer of artefacts associated to (through 
Dv, De) those nodes . Gmk is isomorph to a subgraph of G1 and a subgraph of G2. Gmk is more constrained that the 
common description of G1 and G2 defined in [31].  
4.2. Maximal semantic common graph and unifying form 
As it has been done for pairs and sets of concepts, we naturally extend to graphs the unifying form (1) to 
compare two semantic graphs G1 and G2: 
 
ܯሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻ ൌ ܫܥܽ
תሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻ
ߙܫܥܽିሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻ ൅ ߚܫܥܽିሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻ ൅ ܫܥܽתሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻሺͻሻ 
 
which covers any comparison objective once parameters α and β are defined (as explained in section 3). 
To define ICa∩ (G1, G2), we introduce the notion of a maximal semantic common graph (mscg) G of two 
semantic graphs G1 and G2 as a semantic common graph associated with a maximum information content: 
 
G is a mscg(G1, G2) if G= Gmk and IC(G) = maxmk  MIC(Gmk) 
 
where M is the set of all possible inexact graph matching between G1and G2 as defined above. 
As usual, we can therefore complete the definition of (9) by stating 
 
ܫܥܽתሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻ ൌ ܫܥܽתሺܩሻሺͳͲሻ 
ܫܥܽିሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻ ൌ ܫܥܽሺܩͳሻ െܫܥܽתሺܩͳǡ ܩʹሻ ൌ ܫܥܽሺܩͳሻ െ ܫܥܽሺܩሻሺͳͳሻ 
 
In other words, a comparison between two semantic graphs can be done by using a notion of information content 
of a semantic graph. For keeping the original meaning of information content given by Resnik, the information 
content is expected to be proportional to nodes and edges in a semantic graph because more nodes/edges are added, 
less instances can be classified accordingly. However, as in the case of simple concepts and sets of concepts 
annotations, information content can only be approximated.  
4.3. Approximating the information content of a semantic graph 
We propose to approximate the information content of a semantic graph by following the proposal in [31]. 
However, weights are evaluated according to information content of nodes of the semantic graphs. The 
approximated information content of a semantic graph G, noted ICa(G), is defined as follow: 
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ܫܥܽሺܩሻ ൌ෍ ܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ ൅ ෍
ܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ ൅ ܫܥܽ൫ݒ௝൯
ʹሺ௩೔ǡ௩ೕሻאா௩೔א௏
ሺͳʹሻ 
 
The direct impact of the formula (12) is that the information content of a graph increases with nodes and edges. 
The proposed formula can also be explained from another viewpoint. In a semantic graph, edges represent semantic 
relations, which connect nodes representing concepts. Semantic relations often contribute to concept definitions. For 
instance, when a concept CAR is related to a concept JOURNEY, this may mean (by adding appropriate axioms) to 
consider only “journeys by cars”. The consequence is that the information content of concept JOURNEY increases 
with its relationship to CAR.  
Let now consider rearranging formula (12), leading to the following equivalent formula: 
 
ܫܥܽሺܩሻ ൌ ෍ሺܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ ൅ ෍
ܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ ൅ ܫܥܽ൫ݒ௝൯
Ͷሺ௩೔ǡ௩ೕሻאா௩೔א௏
ሻሺͳ͵ሻ 
where 
ܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ ൅ ෍
ܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ ൅ ܫܥܽ൫ݒ௝൯
Ͷ ൌሺ௩೔ǡ௩ೕሻאா
ܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ ൅ ȁ݁݀݃݁ݏሺݒ௜ሻȁሺ
ܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ
Ͷ ൅ ෍
ܫܥܽሺݒ௝ሻ
Ͷȁ݁݀݃݁ݏሺݒ௜ȁሻሺͳͶሻሺ௩೔ǡ௩ೕሻאா
 
 
being |edges(vi)| is the number of edges connecting vi to its neighbourhoods.  
In (14), the term 
 
ܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ
Ͷ ൅ ෍
ܫܥܽሺݒ௝ሻ
Ͷȁ݁݀݃݁ݏሺݒ௜ሻȁሺ௩೔ǡ௩ೕሻאா
ሺͳͷሻ 
 
 
is interesting because it can be seen as an information content of vi when relationships are taken into account. 
Indeed, (15) corresponds to what in [35] is named the extended information content of a concept c, noted as eIC(c), 
eIC(c)=]iIC(c)+KEIC(c), where iIC(c) is an approximation of IC(c) within a taxonomy and EIC(c) is “sort of 
average” of the information content of concepts related to c by some relationships (other than the taxonomy 
relationship), and ] and K are two parameters. Therefore, eIC(c) is close to (15) once appropriate parameters are set 
up (i.e. ]= K=1/4).The main consequence is that IC(G) is meaningful as semantic graph similarity because it sums 
up extended information contents of nodes, associated to concepts in an ontology. 
From another perspective, we put hereinafter in evidence analogies and differences with similarity flooding 
proposed in the context of database schema matching [33] and further applied to ontologies [34]. This is a key point 
because similarity flooding is extensively applied. Similarity flooding identifies by an incremental calculation, 
similarities between nodes of graphs G1 and G2. The basic idea is that similarity between two nodes depends on 
similarities between ALL neighbour node combinations. For performing the incremental calculation, similarity 
flooding requires a propagation graph. Referring to notions introduced above, we can say that the propagation graph 
covers all the possible mappings mk. More precisely, rewritten with our notation, if Gmk is the common graph 
corresponding to a mapping mk, and mvk(v1i)= v2i and vi is the node associated to couple (v1i, v2i), similarity flooding 
calculates similarities sim(v1i, v2i) iteratively (index h) starting from a given similarity sim (v1i, v2i)), 0) as follow: 
 
ݏ݅݉ሺሺݒଵ௜ǡ ݒଶ௜ሻǡ ݄ ൅ ͳሻ ൌ ݊݋ݎ݈݉ܽ݅ݖ݁ሺݏ݅݉ሺ൫ሺݒଵ௜ǡ ݒଶ௜ሻǡ ݄൯ ൅෍ ෍ ௜ܹ௝ሺݏ݅݉ ቀ൫ݒଵ௝ǡ ݒଶ௝൯ǡ ݄ቁሺͳ͸ሻ
ሺ௩೔ǡ௩ೕሻאாሺீ೘ೖሻீ೘ೖ
 
 
It is quite evident the strong analogy between (14) and (16) when the information content is considered as a way 
to calculate similarities i.e. ݏ݅݉ ቀ൫ݒଵ௜ǡ ݒଶ௝൯ǡ Ͳቁ ൌ ܫܥܽሺݒ௜ሻ ൅ ȁ݁݀݃݁ݏሺݒ௜ሻȁሺூ஼௔ሺ௩೔ሻସ ሻ), and weights Wij are calculated as 
1/4edges(vi). However, it should be noted that all the possible common graphs are used for evaluating the similarity 
associated to one node part of some common graphs, and a normalisation is applied. The consequence is that 
similarity flooding leads to some distortions: 
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x Ambiguities are possible in the case of multimapping i.e. when vi=(n,n1) and vk=(n,n2) are part of distinct Gmk, 
and similarities  very near or equal; an additional strategy is required to keeping one mapping; 
x Normalisation (normalize in (16)) decreases initial similarities; this may be acceptable if the initial similarities 
can be contradicted by additional information provided by propagation graph; this may be the case when, for 
instance, initial similarities are set up by looking to lexical similarities between node labels; indeed, through a 
propagation graph it might be discovered that two nodes with similar labels correspond to distinct meanings; 
however, it can be considered unnatural if initial similarities are validated and can only be increased; 
x Structures of graphs is not necessarily taken into account; for instance, let consider graphs G1 and G2 below 
(Fig.2 a); with all initial similarities equal to 1, applying (16) to propagation graph for G1 and itself (Fig.2 b) 
and to propagation graph for G1 and G2 (Fig.2 c) produces the same results (i.e. all similarities equal to 1 once 
iterative calculations stop); this is due to several factors, including, initial similarities, normalisation and typical 
weights.  
 
Fig 2. G1, G2 and the 2 propagation graphs with typical weights for respectively G1 and G1 and G1 and G2 to evaluate (16). 
  
According to the discussion above, (14) applies similar principles than similarity flooding; however, it does not 
suffer of ambiguities due to the multimappings, it does not apply normalisation and it does not need to adjust 
similarities iteratively leading to a better consideration of original graph structures.   
4.4. Application to the running example 
The developed foundations presented in sections 4.1 to 4.3, are applied to the running example (Section 2). This 
section ends by a short comparison of the results obtained by using graphs with results obtained by using pairs/sets 
of artefacts as annotations.  
If G1, G2, and G3 are the graphs associated respectively to the constructs CT1, CT2, and CT3 (section 2), we 
evaluate ICa(G1), ICa(G2), ICa(G3) by using (13): 
            ICa(G1)=ICa(C9)+ICa(P6)+ ICa(P4) +(ICa(C9)+ICa(P6))/2+(ICa(C9)+ICa(P4))/2 
            ICa(G2) = ICa(C9)+ICa(P6) +(ICa(C9)+ICa(P6))/2 
            ICa(G3) = ICa(C9)+ICa(P6)+ ICa(P7) +(ICa(C9)+ICa(P6))/2+(ICa(C9)+ICa(P7))/2. 
 
Then, it is required to map pairs of graphs {G1, G2}, {G1, G3} and {G2, G3} in all possible ways. Here, we 
illustrate the possible mappings between G1 and G2 only. There are two possible mappings between G1 and G2 
involving more than one node of G1 i.e.: 
             m1(n11)= n21, m1(n12)= n22, m1((n11, n12, possess)) = (n21, n22, possess) leading to  
             ICa(Gm1) = ICa(msc(C9, C9))+ICa(msc(P6, P6)) + ((ICa(msc(C9, C9))+ IC(msc(P6, P6)))/2 
 
             m2(n11)= n21, m2(n13)= n22, m2((n11, n13, possess)) = (n21, n22, possess) leading to 
             ICa(Gm2)= ICa(C9)+ICa(P4)+(ICa(C9)+ICa(P4))/2 
Because ICa(Gm1)> ICa(Gm2), Gm1 is the maximal common subgraph, thus 
ICa∩(G1, G2)= ICa(Gm1), ICa-(G1, G2)) = ICa(P4) +(ICa(C9)+ICa(P4))/2; ICa-(G2, G1)) = 0. 
 
Table 1 below provides the final (symbolic) values for three equality measures defined according to the unified 
form (i.e. with β=α=1) and using the three distinct annotation types. Second and third columns contain equality 
measures when annotations are limited to single concepts and to sets of concepts. Measure using single concept 
annotations results in full equality for all pairs of constructs; this is because the unique “central phenomena” of 
constructs are the same concept of the ontology. Therefore, according to this measure, constructs are 
indistinguishable. Measure using sets of concepts does not distinguish between CT1 and CT2; however, this 
n1 
n3 n2 
n4 
n5 
G1 G2 
n1,n4 
n2,n5 n3,n5 
n1,n1 
n2,n2 n3,n3 
1   0,5      0,5         1 
1          0,25       1     0,25         0,25     1       0,25          1 
a b c n3,n2 n2,n3 
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measure distinguishes quite well between CT1 and CT3, and CT2 and CT3 (especially because P7 is quite specific, 
with much higher ICa than P4); and CT3 is equal to CT1 as equal to CT2.  Finally, as expected, the last measure 
distinguishes much better the three constructs, showing that CT3 is finally more equal to CT1 than to CT2. 
Table 1. Results of three equality measures for the running example. 
Pair of 
constructs 
Annotations with 
single concepts 
Annotations with sets of concepts Annotations as graphs 
 Sim(CT1,CT2) 1 IC(C9)/IC(C9)=1 IC(C9)+IC(P6)/(4/3IC(C9)+IC(P4)+IC(P6) 
Sim(CT1,CT3) 1 
(IC(C9)+IC(P6))/(IC(C9)+ 
IC(P6)+IC(P7)-IC(P4)) 
4/3IC(C9)+IC(P6)+IC(P4))/(4/9IC(C9)+IC(P6)+IC(P7) 
Sim(CT2,CT3) 1 
(IC(C9)+IC(P6))/(IC(C9)+IC(P6)+IC(P7)
-IC(P4)) 
IC(C9)+IC(P6)/4/3IC(9)+IC(P6)+IC(P7) 
5. Conclusion 
In our previous work, we have developed a framework for comparing objects annotated with an ontology, 
fundamentally based on a unified measure form able to replicate most of the measures found in literature. However, 
annotations were limited to single concepts or sets of concepts. The current work, presented in this paper, extends 
the previous framework to compare objects through semantic graphs. The resulting unified framework is based on 
the idea that the unified measure can be extended to semantic graphs. The state of the art analysis (Section 4) reveals 
that the unified form has been implicitly used in literature for comparing graphs (not semantic graphs) by make 
explicit common information (such as the maximal common subgraph or the common description graph) and 
distinctive information. We have therefore proposed a way for redefining the notion of information content, used in 
our previous framework, for the case of semantic graphs. An analysis of the proposed information content (Section 
4.3) reveals its relationships with extended information content introduced in [35]. The analysis also reveals that 
some distortions found in related approaches (similarity flooding) are removed, highlighting the interest of this new 
information content notion.  However, we have not analysed yet the computational load required for implementing 
the proposed information content. 
 The unified framework, covering all annotation cases, makes simpler building or selecting several semantic 
measures by performing 3 steps: 
x Selecting semantic measure objective (e.g. equivalence) by setting alpha and beta parameters of the unified form 
(1); 
x Selecting the approximations of the information content for concepts, based on an analysis of distribution of 
instances belonging to those concepts  (4 explicit hypotheses developed in our previous work [6]); 
x Depending on available annotations, deciding if using single concepts set of concepts or graph of concepts. 
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